Phantom Falls / Trench Town Wall
This venue has had a couple new routes added to the wall starting about 40 m right of
the route Superstylin detailed on page 392-393 in Ghost River Rock Climbs. Of note
Ross Suchy re-climbed his climb Superstylin and felt the grade is more likely around
5.13a/b verses the 5.12d grade given in the guide be aware of this discrepancy. The first
bolted line found to the right is a project going at roughly 5.13a/b and just right again
5 m is a bolted line that climbs a shallow corner up to a bulging prow called The Warmup. The cliff overall still requires a good trail up the final approach slope to make access
more reasonable proposition. It also needs a few more routes developed at all grades to
make this more of a destination cliff. There is definitely lots of potential for this venue to
become a premium hard sport crag in the Ghost with more development.
The Warm-up ** 5.11b/c, 25 m. 10 clips
Ross Suchy, August 2015
Ross had previously graded this line “maybe 5.11a” On our outing up this route we
added another bolt to the runout bottom section, did some more cleaning and it’s now a
very worthwhile climb with steady hard 5.10 through low 5.11 for the first two thirds,
before it overcomes the steep devious bulging prow (previously under graded crux) to
reach the anchor.
The Warm-up Really! ** 5.10d, 25 m, 10 clips
Ross Suchy & Andy Genereux, June 2016
Located about 20 m right of the The Warm-up this provides engaging climbing. There is
also an anchor 5 m to the right for a second hopefully easier project. Note the names for
these new routes may change in the future I’m just having a little fun with Ross and his
previous gradings on some of his routes.

